NDIS Pre-Planning Guide
To assist people living with disability to prepare for
their NDIS plan or plan review.
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Glossary
This is a glossary of important terms to assist you in using this document.
Term

Important Note
This is a guide only, to support meaningful conversations with your NDIS planner. Whilst every effort
has been made to ensure that the material in this guide is up to date, it is possible that changes have
occurred that we have not been able to account for.
We encourage you to contact Activ if you have specific questions or concerns about your NDIS plan.
Email us:		
Call us: 		

hello@activ.asn.au
(08) 9387 0555
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Acronym

Definition

National Disability Insurance
Scheme

NDIS

Is a scheme by the Australian Government that funds costs associated with disability.

National Disability Insurance
Agency

NDIA

The government agency responsible for implementing the National Disability Insurance
Scheme.

Reasonable and Necessary

Supports that are reasonable and necessary are supports that are considered fair and
required because of your disability. The NDIS assesses what is reasonable and necessary
against the following criteria:
1.
Related to your disability
2.
Not a day-to-day living cost that is unrelated to your disability support needs
3.
Represents value for money
4.
Likely to be effective and beneficial

Formal Supports

Support and services that are paid for. For example, services received from a provider
such as a paid support worker.

Informal Supports

Any form of assistance freely provided - this can include from family members or friends.

School Leaver Employment
Support

SLES

NDIS funded program to support the transition from school to employment. Providers who
deliver SLES help young people prepare, look for and gain employment.

Australian Disability
Enterprise also called

ADE

A not-for-profit organisation that provides employment for people with a disability.

Disability Employment
Services

DES

A for-profit or not-for-profit organisation that assists job seekers find a job and assist
employers to put in place practices to support a person with a disability.

Open Employment
also called Mainstream
Employment

Doing a job which can be done by any person. You do the same job as your co-workers
and are paid the same wages.
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Term

Acronym

Definition

Short Term Accommodation

STA

Temporary, short stay accommodation service either for a day, several days or weeks.

Instructions Page

Independent Living Options

ILO

This guide has been designed to help place you at the centre of decisions made about your life. It will also help to identify how
the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) may support you to achieve those goals by focusing on three core areas of your
life.

Supported Independent
Living

SIL

Living arrangements that focus on the individual. They include Living Alone, Co-Residency,
Host Arrangements and Living Together options. They are an alternative to Supported
Accommodation Services.
Provides supports to people with disability to help them live as independently as possible.
SIL funding is typically for people who need 24/7 support and covers the cost of the
support staff in the house.

Specialist Disability
Accommodation

SDA

Support Coordination

Supports in Employment

Carer
Support Worker

SDA funding is intended for participants who require a specialist dwelling and is for capital
only (i.e. bricks and mortar) and is not for person-to-person supports.
Is the service of identifying, developing, coordinating and accessing supports and services
on behalf of individuals, or assisting individuals and their families to access supports and
services on their own.
As of 1st July 2020, Finding and Keeping a Job is now known as Supports in Employment.
Provides funding to support people with a disability to develop the skills for work and/or
to find and maintain employment. This can include employment through an ADE, social
enterprise, mainstream employment or in a micro-enterprise.
A person who provides any informal ongoing assistance, in terms of help or supervision, to
people with disabilities.

A place to work

A person who provides paid supports, whether that be funded or paid fee for service. May
also be referred to as a coach or mentor.

A place to live

Additional areas

When using this guide, we recommend you answer all questions to help you establish:
•
•
•

Where you are at right now
Your goals - now and into the future
The support information you need to assist you to achieve your goals in the three core areas

Prior to your NDIS Planning meeting we encourage you to:
•

Write down any questions you may have

Take this book with you to share with your planner.
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Let me tell you about me

Let me tell you about me continued

Complete each box and describe yourself in as much detail as possible.

Complete each box and describe yourself in as much detail as possible.

My passions and interests are…

The people who are important to me are…

My aspirations and dreams are…

What currently works well is…

My home life looks like…

In my spare time, I…

The challenges I face are…

What’s important to me and for me is…
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Create a weekly schedule of what you do on a regular basis
This is an example of a timetable of activities done in the evening and on the weekend:

Think about:
•
•
•
•

Activities you do right now.
Who supports you to do these activities? What are the types of support that help you?
These can be formal or informal.
Are any of these activities stopping? Are they no longer available? Please list any other
reason why you may have stopped an activity.
Things you may wish to do instead, or things you’d like to change.

Monday

This is an example of a timetable of activities done on weekdays:

Activity

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Go to work at Activ
7am - 3:30pm

Community Activity
10am - 4pm
1:2 ratio

Go to work at Activ
7am - 3:30pm

Go to work at Activ
7am - 3:30pm

Transperth bus

Who supports me?

Activ Employment
Services

My Activ support
worker

Activ Employment
Services

House work and food
shopping
Create a budget and
meal plan
9am - 2pm
1:1 ratio
My Activ support
worker

How do I get there
and back?

Transperth bus

Transperth bus

Transperth bus

Support worker’s car

Is this stopping?

No - but I want to try
a different job, I want
help to do this
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No

No

No

Activ Employment
Services

No

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

I go out to
dinner with my
friends and
we go to the
movies
My support
worker
5-8pm

Stay home,
DADAA
have dinner and 9 - 11am
relax

I go out with
friends to the
footy or bowling

none

My support
worker

My support
worker
1pm – 5pm

Activity

Stay home,
Stay home,
I visit my mum
have dinner and have dinner and and we have a
relax
relax
family dinner
together

Who supports
me?

My support
worker helps
me cook meals
for the week
4:30-8:30pm
N/A

none

My mum and
brother

N/A

My brother
picks me up

My support
worker’s car

N/A

My support
worker’s car

My support
worker’s car

Is this
stopping?

No

No

No

No

It could change
depending on
the activities at
DADAA

No

Things I may
wish to do
instead or
change

I need help
to make my
lunches for the
week and need
more time with
my support
workers to do
this

Maybe sometimes my
brother can not
pick me up and
mum doesn’t
drive
Learn how to
use Uber or
taxis so I can
still visit mum

How do I get
there and
back?

I want to make
more friends
outside of work

I want to see if
there are other
activities I could
do
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My Weekly Schedule
Complete both weekly schedules below as demonstrated in the example on page 8 and 9.

Things I do in the evening and on the weekend:

Things I do on the weekdays:
Monday

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Activity

Activity

Who supports
me?
Who supports me?

How do I get
there and
back?
How do I get there
and back?
Is this
stopping?

Is this stopping?
Things I may
wish to do
instead or
change
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Mapping other activities that do not occur on a regular basis
These could include a monthly social activity, annual holiday, sporting memberships (Wildcats, Dockers etc.), birthdays,
cultural events and other activities that do not occur regularly. List these irregular activities that you do below, and/or ones
you would like to do to discuss with your NDIS planner.
Frequency
(monthly/annually)
Holiday with friends

Activity

Who supports me?

Book a 3-day holiday
Mum
to Bunbury to catch up My support worker
with friends

How do I get there
and back?

Is this stopping in
the near future?

My support worker
comes with us

I would like to do more
of this

Things I may wish to
do instead

A place to work

Refer to page 17 in this book

Goal setting now and into the future
Having a goal for the supports you receive provides you, and the people supporting you, clear expectations about how
you want to be supported, and the types of support you may need. The table below will assist you in setting short and
long-term goals. Only complete the categories that are relevant to you.
Short-term – Can usually be achieved within a year. Think about what you’d like to achieve, why, and when you’d like to
achieve it.
Long-term – They may take a few years to achieve. It’s important to identify the steps you can take to achieve them.
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A place to work

Short-term goal/s:

Long-term goal/s:

Refer to page 20 in this book
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Long-term goal/s:

Why this goal is important to me:

Why this goal is important to me:

Refer to page 22 in this book
Why this goal is important to me:

All individuals of working age should discuss
their employment goals and skills with their
planner.

A place to live

Short-term goal/s:

Why this goal is important to me:

The evidence I have to support this goal:
The evidence I have to support this goal:
(letters from employer, functional assessment) (letters from employer, functional assessment)

All individuals should consider what they need The evidence I have to support this goal:
to live as independently as possible to discuss (letters from doctors, Activ, invoices, OT
Assessments)
with their planner.

The evidence I have to support this goal:
(letters from doctors, Activ, invoices, OT
Assessments)
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Additional areas

Short-term goal/s:

Long-term goal/s:

Refer to page 24 onwards

All individuals should discuss their goals for
daily living, community participation, learning,
relationships and other life choices with their
planner.
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Additional areas
A place to live

Short-term goal/s:

Long-term goal/s:

Why this goal is important to me:

Why this goal is important to me:

The evidence I have to support this goal:
(letters from coaches, invoices, flyers)

The evidence I have to support this goal:
(letters from coaches, invoices, flyers)

Refer
Refertotopage
page24
8 in
onwards
this book
Why this goal is important to me:

Why this goal is important to me:

The evidence I have to support this goal:
(letters from doctors, Activ, invoices)

The evidence I have to support this goal:
(letters from doctors, Activ, invoices)

All individuals should discuss their goals for
daily living, community participation, learning,
relationships and other life choices with their
planner.
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Additional areas

Short-term goal/s:

Long-term goal/s:

Refer to page 24 onwards

All individuals should discuss their goals for
daily living, community participation, learning,
relationships and other life choices with their
planner.
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Additional areas
A place to live

Short-term goal/s:

Long-term goal/s:

Why this goal is important to me:

Why this goal is important to me:

The evidence I have to support this goal:
(letters from coaches, invoices, flyers)

The evidence I have to support this goal:
(letters from coaches, invoices, flyers)

Refer
Refertotopage
page24
8 in
onwards
this book
Why this goal is important to me:

Why this goal is important to me:

The evidence I have to support this goal:
(letters from doctors, Activ, invoices)

The evidence I have to support this goal:
(letters from doctors, Activ, invoices)

All individuals should discuss their goals for
daily living, community participation, learning,
relationships and other life choices with their
planner.
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A place to work
Use the table below and on the next page to identify
where you are in your journey to employment, to support
conversations with your NDIS planner.

Development
milestone
I am unsure
where, how
or what work
suits me.

Objectives to consider

Building an
employability profile:
1. Increase my awareness
about work and the different
work options available
This is primarily
for an individual 2. Gain an understanding of
my strengths, interests, skills
that has not
and support needs and
identified a
how these align to different
work option
industries
and has limited
3.
Explore numerous industries
exposure and/or
and gain some exposure
understanding of
to them
what work is.
4. Identify current skills and
skill gaps
5. Build my confidence and
raise my aspirations to work
6. Learn about my rights at
work
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NDIS goals to consider

Consider how you will meet
these goals
Short-term:
1. Do you need weekly or
1. Identify prospective industries
fortnightly support to meet
aligned to my personal likes,
this goal?
dislikes and strengths
2. Will supports happen on
2. Exploring what work means
weekdays, evenings and/or
to me (discovery)
weekends?
3. Develop the skills necessary 3. Would you benefit from
to work
visiting a variety of
4. Increase my understanding
workplaces? For example,
of work and pathways to
mainstream employment,
enter the workforce
microenterprise, social
5. Commence my journey
enterprise or sole trader?
towards suitable, sustainable 4. Will you need support to use
and meaningful employment
transport?
5.
Will your allocated funding
Long-term
last for 12 months?
1. To secure meaningful,
paid employment

NDIS funding categories
that may apply
Core Building Supports
1. Supports in Employment
(open or supported through
an ADE)
• Individual employment
support
• Small group support
2. Activity Based Transport
(to get to and from work)
• Transport - Modified
vehicle in a group
• Transport - Modified
vehicle one-on-one
• Transport - Vehicle in a
group
• Transport - Vehicle oneon-one

Development
Objectives to consider
milestone
I know the industry Creating job readiness:
1. Matching skills, interests and
I want to work in.
strengths to the industry
This is primarily for
2.
Understanding the
an individual who has
expectations of the industry
identified an interest
and checking that you meet
in a specific industry
these
and understands
3.
Acquiring the skills needed
their likes and
for that industry e.g.
dislikes.
behaviours, productivity
levels or formal skills such as
TAFE qualifications
4. Testing industry suitability
through visits, volunteering
or work experience
5. Myth busting assumptions
about the industry
I am job seeking:
I am ready for
work.
1. Acquiring the skills needed

NDIS goals to consider

Consider how you will meet
these goals
1. Do you need weekly or fortnightly
Short-term:
support or larger blocks of time to
1. Develop the relevant industry
meet these goals? For example,
skills
work experience on the school
2. Test my suitability to my
holidays
desired industry
2. Will you require supports to
3. Develop job seeking skills
happen on weekdays, evenings
4. Create a resume and or
and/or weekends to suit the
portfolio
industry?
Long-term:
3.
Will you be considering accessing
1. To secure meaningful,
a TAFE course or another skills
paid employment
development program?
4. Will you try out volunteering to
develop skills and experience?
5. Do you need support to get to
work?

NDIS funding categories
that may apply
Capacity Building
3. School Leavers
Employment Supports
(SLES) - Year 12 only
• A school leaver can
access
the SLES program up
to the age of 22
• A school leaver can
access their SLES
between 5/6 months
before they leave
school
4. Employment Related
Assessments and
Counselling

1. Do you need flexible support to
Short-term:
apply for jobs as they become
1. Develop the relevant industry
available and attend any job
skills
for that industry e.g.
interviews at any time?
2. Develop successful jobbehaviours, productivity
2.
Will you be considering accessing
seeking
skills
levels or formal skills such as
a TAFE course or another skills
3.
Create
a
resume
and/or
TAFE qualifications
development program?
portfolio
2. Creating a resume and
4. Develop the skills to maintain 3. Do you need support to get to
portfolio
work?
employment
3. Developing the skills to
4.
Do you need ongoing support to
Long-term:
complete job interviews
maintain employment?
4. Developing skills to apply for 1. Secure meaningful paid
5. Do you need support one-to-one
employment
jobs
or in a group?
5. Learning skills to problem
6.
Do you know how many hours
solve in the workplace
you would like to work per week?
6. Develop the skills to ask for

This is for individuals
who understand the
industry they want
to work in and the
skills required and
has these skills or
is in the process
of acquiring them.
The student may
be looking for fulltime, part-time or
casual employment
or to start their own
help at work
business.
Activ services you may want to consider: Supported employment in warehousing and logistics, property management roles in property care, painting,
cleaning or hospitality, professional roles in customer service or administration, career coaching services or Activ internships.
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Development
milestone

A place to live
Use the table below and on the next page to identify
where you are in your journey to living independently, to
support conversations with your NDIS planner.

Development
milestone
I am unsure of
where & how
I want to live
and what I need
to learn to live
independently.
This is primarily for
an individual that
has not identified
a housing option
and has limited
exposure and/
or understanding
of what life skills
are necessary
to transition
successfully to
independent living.

Objectives to consider
Building a skill
development plan:
1. Identify current skills, and any
skill gaps
2. Increase independent living
skills including accessing the
community
3. Increase financial
management and budgeting
skills
4. Increase housekeeping skills
and contribution within my
current home
5. Explore and gain exposure
to the different housing
options and their application
pathways
6. Learn about tenancy rights
and how to maintain a rental
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NDIS goals to consider

Things to consider to enable
you to meet these goals
Short-term:
1. Do you need daily, weekly or
1. Learn the life skills necessary
fortnightly support to meet
to live independently
this goal?
2. Explore housing options
2. Will supports happen on
available
weekdays, evenings and/or
3. Trialling short-term
weekends?
accommodation options
3. Will you need support to use
transport?
Long-term:
4.
Would you benefit from
1. To explore housing options
a functional capacity
including trialling short-term
assessment including
accommodation options
recommendations for
assistive technology?

NDIS funding categories
that may apply
Capacity Building
Supports
1. Improved Daily Living
2. Improved Relationships
3. Support Coordination
4. Assistive Technology
5. Improved Learning
6. Improved Living
Arrangements

Objectives to consider

NDIS goals to consider

Things to consider to enable
me to meet these goals

NDIS funding
categories
that may apply
I contribute
Developing a mainstream
Short-term:
1. Will you need flexible supports Core Supports
significantly at
housing plan:
1. Explore housing options
to be able to trial different
1. Short-term
home and have
1. Understanding of property
2. Develop a housing plan for
housing options?
Accommodation
the life skills
requirements
a specific housing option or 2. Do you need accessible
(STA)
necessary to live
2. Proximity to family, employment
options
features to allow you to live
2. Independent Living
independently. I
or community activities
3. To move out of the family
independently?
Options (ILO)
want to trial some 3. Are there spaces that need to
home and trial living
3. Will you need support to use
3. Supported
housing options.
be accessible?
independently
transport?
Independent
4. Explore housing options in detail Long-term:
4. Would you benefit from
This is primarily
Living (SIL)
and arrange potential trials
a functional capacity
for an individual
1. Maintain the
5.
Support
to
source
and
meet
assessment
including
who contributes
accommodation option that
potential
flatmates
recommendations for assistive Capital Supports
significantly at home
suits my housing needs
1. Specialist Disability
6. Consider different service
technology and identifying
and has some
Accommodation
providers (if required) and their
areas of development?
understanding of
(SDA)
offerings
5. Do you need Support
the housing options
Coordination to assist you to
2. Home Modifications
available and wants 7. Support with rental agreements
or
leasing
arrangements
develop
your
housing
plan
to trial housing
and to map out your informal/
options.
formal supports?
I am ready to
Develop a transition plan:
Short-term:
1. Do you need help to apply for
move out of the
1. Journey map with outcomes
1. Move out of the family home
a rental/accommodation?
family home.
and timeframes
and live independently
2. Do you need daily, weekly or
2.
Implementation
schedule
and
2.
Maintain
the
fortnightly support to meet
This is for individuals
checklist:
plan
for
support
accommodation
option
that
your financial and daily living
who have the
to
be
in
place,
plan
for
using
suits
me
goals?
necessary life skills
transport,
household
items
3.
Will supports happen on
to live independently
Long-term:
required,
lease,
assistive
weekdays, evenings and/or
and have worked
1. Exploration of home
technology
and
utilities
weekends?
through the different
ownership and savings plan
3.
Assessments
for
modifications,
4.
Do you need accessible
housing options to
equipment and technology
features to live independently?
identify what their
4.
Identify
housing
option
and
5.
Do you need Support
preference is and
undertake
a
skill
gap
analysis
to
Coordination to assist you to
what meets their
ensure
transition
readiness
develop and implement your
needs.
5. Assessment for skill
transition plan?
development if gaps are
identified
Activ services you may want to consider: shared accommodation, independent living options, drop-in support, specialist disability
accommodation, short-term accommodation and behaviour support.
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Additional Areas Daily Living
Use the table below and on the next page to identify where
you are at in developing your daily living skills, to support
conversations with your NDIS planner.
Development
milestone

Objectives to consider

NDIS goals to consider

I do some
things for
myself but
would like to
do more.

Building more complex skills:
1. Develop my ability to keep safe
at home and in the community
2. Complete my housekeeping
and manage my living
environment
3. Develop my budgeting skills
and make decisions about how
I spend my money
4. Make decisions about my life
5. Prepare to move out of home

Short-term:
1. To live safely
2. To manage my finances
3. To make decisions about
my life
4. To maintain my living
environment
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Things to consider to enable you to
meet these goals

1. Are there modifications that
would enable you to live more
independently?
2. Are there devices you could use
to support your independence?
E.g. budgeting software
3. Are there courses you can access
to help you learn skills?
Long-term:
1. I will be as independent as 4. Will your supports reduce over
time as you develop skills?
I can be to care for myself
5. Will you need one-on-one or group
and home
supports?
6. Will you need supports in the evening,
on weekends or weekdays?

NDIS funding
categories
that may apply
Capacity Building
Supports
1. Improved Daily
Living
2. Assistance with
Daily Life
3. Assistance with
Personal Activities
4. Therapy Supports
5. Assistive Technology

Development
milestone

Objectives to consider

I am unsure
what I need to
know to look
after myself
and my home.

Developing daily living skills:
1. How I communicate and
increasing my opportunities to
have a say about my life
2. How I contribute at home,
such as decisions about food
shopping, making dinner or
other
3. The skills I need to complete
household tasks
4. How I care for myself, such as
bathing, hygiene and other
5. How I purchase my personal
goods such as food shopping
and paying bills
6. How I prepare meals

NDIS goals to consider

Things to consider to enable you
to meet these goals

NDIS funding
categories
that may apply
Core Supports
1. Transport
2. Consumables
3. Assistance with daily
life

Short-term:
1. Would you benefit from a functional
1. Develop skills to maintain my
capacity assessment?
home
2. Would health services such as
2. Develop the skills around
speech therapy or occupational
self-care
therapy assist?
3.
Could you use technology to
Long-term:
help plan your jobs, develop
1. I will complete daily living
Capital Supports
and maintain schedules and
tasks as independently as I
communicate with others?
1. Home Modifications
can to care for myself and
4.
Do
you
need
a
health
review?
home
5. Do you need support at home or in
the community?
6. Will supports reduce over time as
you develop skills or increase as you
learn more complex skills?
7. Will you need one-on-one or group
supports?
8. Will you need supports in
the evening, on weekends or
weekdays?
Activ services you may want to consider: One-on-one or group life skills programmes, transport training, supported shared accommodation,
independent living options, drop-in support, specialist disability accommodation, short-term respite and behaviour support.
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Additional Areas - Social and Community Participation
Use the table on the next page to identify where you are at in developing your skills to access the community and engage
with others, to support conversations with your NDIS planner.
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Development
milestone

Objectives to consider

NDIS goals to consider

Things to consider to
NDIS funding categories
enable you to meet these
that may apply
goals
I have limited
Preparing to access
Short-term:
1. Would health services assist Capacity Building Supports
access to the
the community:
1. Increase my community
such as physiotherapy,
1. Assistance with Social and
community.
1. Demonstrate the behaviours
participation
occupational or speech
Community Participation
and skills to navigate the
2. Learn how to use public
therapy?
2. Improved Relationships
community
transport
2. Could you use technology to 3. Improved Health and
2. Understand how to navigate Long-term:
help plan a journey?
Wellbeing
the community safely
3. Will you need flexible
4. Assistive Technology
1. I will be an active member
3. Join a club or group of
support
to
try
different
of my community
interest
things?
Core Supports
4. Join a sporting group
4. Will you need one-on-one or
1. Transport
5. Develop my skills to get
group supports?
2. Assistance with social and
around in the community
5. Will you need supports in
community participation
6. Keep safe in the community
the evening, on weekends or
7. Identify areas of interest
weekdays?
I want to
Being an active member
Short-term:
1. Will you need help to do
be a valued
of the community:
1. I will develop the skills to
induction courses or training
member of the 1. Secure a volunteer position
volunteer
for a volunteer role?
community.
aligned to my skills and
2. Increase my community
2. Will your supports reduce
interests
participation
over time as you develop
2. Take on a role within a club
3. Increase my ability to get
skills?
or group
around in the community
3. Will you need one-on-one or
3. Respond to emergencies
group supports?
Long-term:
such as no train services
4.
Will you need supports in
1. I will be an active member of
4. Learn to drive
the evening, on weekends or
my community
weekdays?
5. Would you benefit from
assistive technology?
Activ services you may want to consider: one-on-one or group life skills programmes, one-on-one or group community programmes, centrebased group programmes.
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Additional Areas - Improved Learning

Additional Areas - Improved Relationships

Learning and developing skills is a lifelong journey and it’s important you consider what learning, either formal or informal, you may need
for work, at home or in relationships. Use the table below to identify where you are at, to support conversations with your NDIS planner.

There are many different relationships we will manage during our lifetime and some require support.
Use the table below to identify where you are at, to support conversations with your NDIS planner.

Development
milestone

Objectives to consider

There are
skills I need to
develop.

NDIS goals to
consider

Things to consider to
enable you to meet these
goals
Short-term:
1. Would you benefit from
1. Develop skills to get
a functional capacity
a job
assessment?
2. Develop skills to
2. Would health services assist
protect myself
such as speech therapy or
3. Develop skills to selfoccupational therapy?
advocate
3. Could you use technology
to help you, such as devices
Long-term:
to prompt you in class or an
1. To have the skills to
iPad to communicate on?
live the life
4. Do you need support in the
I choose
classroom?
5. Will your supports reduce
over time as you develop
skills or increase as you
learn more complex skills?
6. Will you need one-on-one or
group supports?
7. Will you need supports in
the evening, on weekends
or weekdays?

NDIS funding categories
that may apply

Developing essential skills:
Capacity Building Supports
1. Are there formal qualifications
1. Improved Learning
you need to gain for work such
2. Improved Life Choices
as TAFE, university, or informal
3. School Leaver Employment
qualifications such as workplace
Supports (SLES)
safety courses, professional
4. Supports in Employment
development or mini courses?
5. Assistive Technology
2. Are there skills you need to learn to
work, such as interpersonal skills,
Core Supports
time management or problem
1. Transport
solving?
3. Are there skills you need to
maintain work or progress your
career?
4. Do you have the skills you need to
live as independently as possible?
5. Do you want to develop skills to
speak up?
6. Do you want to develop skills to
make decisions about your life?
7. Do you want to learn more about
protecting yourself?
8. Is there a short course, higher
learning or apprenticeship you are
interested in?
Activ services you may want to consider: one-on-one or group life skills programmes, transport training and nationally recognised
qualifications in business, hospitality and more. Professional development course or support to attend TAFE or a community-run course.
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Development
milestone
I feel lonely
and would like
to have more
people in my
life.

I have friends
and am
considering
new types of
relationships.

Objectives to consider

NDIS goals to consider

Things to consider to enable
you to meet these goals
Developing relationships:
Short-term:
1. Would health services assist
1. Understand the different
1. Maintain relationships with
such as a psychologist or
relationships in my life and
those important to me
speech therapist?
appropriate behaviours for 2. Increase my natural support 2. Could you use technology to
each
networks
help you?
2. Develop the skills to
3.
Will you need flexible support to
Long-term:
engage with others
try different things?
1. To have fulfilling
3. Spend time with family
4.
Will you need one-on-one or
relationships
4. Participate in family events
group supports?
in my life
and traditions
5. Will you need supports in
5. Maintain connections with
the evening, on weekends or
friends
weekdays?
6. Make friends with people
6. Will you need support to see
who have similar interests
your friends or family, such as
travel training?
Broadening my
Short-term:
1. Will you need support whilst
relationships:
1. I will form healthy
accessing a course?
1. Sex education and
relationships
2. Will you need one-on-one or
protecting yourself
2. I will have the skills
group supports?
2. Entering an intimate
to navigate complex
3. Do you need support
relationship
relationships
sporadically, in blocks or
3. Navigating complex
ongoing?
Long-term:
relationships
4. Do you need supports on
1. To have fulfilling
4. Could a course or specialist
weekdays, weekends or in the
relationships
assist such as SECCA?
afternoons?
in my life
5. Have you experienced
bullying or do you have low
self-esteem?

NDIS funding categories
that may apply
Capacity Building
Supports
1. Improved Learning
2. Improved Relationships
3. Assistance with Social
and Community
Participation
4. Improved Life Choices
5. Therapy Services
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Additiona Areas - Improved Life Choices and Support
The other areas to consider that may support you in achieving your goals are listed in the table below.
Development
milestone

Objectives to consider

NDIS goals to consider

I need help
to make big
decisions
about my
life, e.g.
guardianship
to manage
financial and/
or medical
situations.

Life choices:
1. Do you need to plan
financially?
2. Do you have or want more
control over your money?
3. Are you involved in
decisions about your life
such as health, services or
where you live?

Short-term:
1. To be supported to make
decisions about my life
2. To manage my money

I need support
to source and
coordinate my
services.

Coordinating my supports:
1. Do you know how to
connect to services?
2. Do you feel confident that
you can liaise with several
providers to work towards
your goals?
3. Do you have complex
support needs or have
many providers engaged?
4. Planning for crisis or
emergencies
5. Are you planning a major
transition?

Short-term:
1. I will develop the skills to
engage providers to deliver
on my plan
2. I will develop the skills to
prepare and respond to
crisis
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Long-term:
1. To make life choices

Long-term:
1. To achieve the goals on my
plan

Things to consider to
enable you to meet these
goals
1. Is there guardianship,
trustee or other orders in
place?
2. Will you need sporadic
support or supports that
fade out?
3. Will you need one-on-one or
group supports?
4. Will you need supports in
the evening, on weekends
or weekdays?
1. Will your supports reduce
over time as you develop
skills?
2. Do you need sporadic
support?
3. Will you need one-on-one
supports?
4. Will you need particular
skills in your support
provider?

NDIS funding categories
that may apply

Development
milestone

Objectives to consider

NDIS goals to consider

Things to consider to
enable you to meet these
goals

NDIS funding categories
that may apply

Capacity Building
1. Improved Life Choices
2. Assistance with Daily Life

I need support
to pay my
providers.

Fund management:
1. Do you want to self-manage
your funding or would
you prefer that a provider
supports you?
2. Do you understand your
responsibilities if you choose
to self-manage or plan
manage your funding?
3. Do you have the skills to
navigate the participant
portal and lodge payment
requests?
4. Do you have a preferred
provider?

Short-term:
1. I will develop the skills to
self-manage my supports

1. Will your supports reduce
over time as you develop
skills?
2. Do you need sporadic
support?
3. Will you need one-on-one
supports?
4. Will you need particular
skills in your support
provider?

Capacity Building
1. Plan Management

Capacity Building
1. Support Coordination

Long-term:
1. To achieve the goals on my
plan
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If you’d like more information about
anything that you have read in this
booklet, please contact Activ.

Call us
(08) 9387 0555
Email us
hello@activ.asn.au
Look on our website
www.activ.asn.au
Follow us on Facebook
@activfoundation
Follow us on Instagram
@activfoundation
Follow us on LinkedIn
Activ Foundation
Follow us on Twitter
@activfoundation

